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Compulocks Universal MacBook Pro 13-inch with Keyed Cable Lock

Brand : Compulocks Product code: UNVMBPRLDG01KL

Product name : Universal MacBook Pro 13-inch with
Keyed Cable Lock

Universal Ledge MacBook Pro TouchBar Security Lock Adapter

Compulocks Universal MacBook Pro 13-inch with Keyed Cable Lock:

The Ledge Lock Slot Adapter is the world's smallest, most revolutionary security cable lock adapter. With
a simple turn of a screw your MacBook will have a compatible cable lock slot that will work with our
security cable locks. The proprietary design does not require any adhesive or alteration to the body of
the MacBook Pro and does not affect any functionality of the MacBook. The slim design of this extremely
secure lock slot adapter integrates seamlessly with MacBook’s minimalist appeal, and is ultra-lightweight
at less than 0.1lb so it adds minimal bulk and allowing for the MacBook to fit in a sleeve or bag. It can be
mounted on the left or right of the trackpad.

It is compatible with all of our T-Bar cable locks and most other Kensington style cable locks.

Compatible with MacBook models:
A2338 / A2289 / A2159 / A1708

Features

Product colour * Black, Silver
Best uses * Notebook
Lock type * Key

Features

Locking

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 83014090
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